
 

 

'Vanorak' roof cover fitting instructions 

 

 

 

  

Step 1 

 

Remove cover from its carry bag and lay out on the ground next to the passenger side of your California, ensuring that 

the soft lining is facing upwards and that the front of your cover (with the third window and Campervantastic logo) are 

forward. 
 

Step 2 

 

Take hold of the white beading at the front corner of your cover, which should be nearest to your California, and begin 

to feed the beading in to the aluminium awning rail which runs along the passenger side of your vehicle.  Start at the 

rear and feed it along until the cover is attached from front to back. 

The cover should hang down with the soft lining facing out.  
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Step 3 

 

Raise the roof 30cm or so at the front so that there is a small opening at the rear.  Open the front passenger door and 

stand on the step, then gather up as much of the cover as possible and sweep it across the roof of your California.  Go 

around to the driver’s side and just pull the cover across so that it doesn't fall off.  (In windy conditions you may need 

the assistance of a second person, or else park your vehicle so that the wind is blowing across your California roof from 

the passenger side towards the driver’s side, this will greatly assist and the vehicle can be turned around afterwards if 

required). 

 
Step 4 

 

Pull the cover gently down so that the front two corners of the roof are inside the front two corners of the covers.  It is 

important to get this right to ensure the correct fit of your cover, once the front two corners are in place, it should be 

easy to pull the rear of the cover over the rear corners. 

 

 
Step 5 

 

Once all four corners are correctly in place, continue raising the roof as per your manufacturer’s instructions.  When the 

roof is fully raised the cover should fit nicely along the passenger side and the driver’s side should be hanging down 

with the 5 clips ready to attach. 

 



Step 6 (No fixed awning) 

 

If your California is not fitted with a fixed roll out awning, simply undo the 5 clips, slide them along the awning rail, 

clip them all in to place and gently tighten the adjustable straps so that the cover fits neatly all the way along (do not 

over tighten as you do not want to exert excessive pressure on the roof of your California). 

 

Step 6 (with fixed awning) 

 

If your California is fitted with a fixed roll out awning, undo the two clips at the front and one at the rear, slide the front 

two in to the aluminium awning rail from the front, attach them to the clips on the cover and tighten (do not over tighten 

straps).  Slide the rear clip in to the aluminium awning rail at the back and attach it to the rear strap before tightening 

(do not over tighten straps).  The centre two clips are not required with the fixed awning, the cover will remain quite 

secure, however, to avoid these flapping in windy conditions an optional Velcro tab has been attached to the rear of each 

centre strap and a corresponding piece with a sticky back also enclosed.  These can be used to stick the Velcro to the 

side of your California behind the fixed awning and the two centre straps can then be attached to them to prevent 

flapping. 

           
Step 7 

 

Two further straps are fitted to the rear of your California roof cover.  These straps may either be passed around the 

inside of the rear door hinges of your tailgate, or alternatively, if your vehicle is fitted with a rear door mounted bicycle 

carrier, they can be fixed to a suitable area of that. 

 

 
 

Your California roof cover will fit securely to your Volkswagen California providing increased insulation and protection 

to the roof bellows.  To remove the cover simply follow the instructions in reverse, remembering to undo all clips prior 

to lowering roof, then remove the rear corners first for ease of removal. 

 

We hope that your new California roof cover extends your enjoyment of this wonderful vehicle.  Please do not hesitate 

to get in touch if you require any further advice/assistance. 
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